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14 Claims. (C. 22-8) 

This invention relates to new and useful improvements 
in elevating ladder and hoisting equipment, and has as its 
principal object the provision of a device which may be 
used selectively either as an elevating ladder or as a crane 
hoist. In carrying out this object, the basic elements of 
my invention are a vertical standard having a boom 
pivoted intermediate its ends to the upper end thereof, 
Said boom being tiltable by novel power means to elevate 
either end thereof, and being longitudinally adjustable 
relative to its pivotal Support to extend either end thereof 
to a substantial distance from the standard. One end of the 
boom carries a support which, when that end of the 
boom is extended, supports an elongated ladder or other 
high-lift load arm, which is then elevatable from a hori 
Zontal to a steeply inclined position by operation of the 
boom. The other end of the boom carries a hoist ap 
paratus such that when that end of the boom is extended, 
it may serve as a crane-type hoist. 
Another object is the provision of a device of the char 
Cer described wherein the boom may be rotated a ful 

360 degrees about the vertical axis of the standard, for 
greater flexibility in positioning the ladder or the hoist, 
and rigidly fixed at any desired angular position. 
A further object is the provision of a device of the 

character described wherein a single power unit, namely 
a fluid-actuated ram, serves Selectively to elevate either 
end of the boom. 
A still further object is the provision of a device of 

the character described which may conveniently be in 
stallied an used in a pick-up truck or the like, but which 
nevertheless may be easily removed for use elsewhere, the 
entire device being supported on a wheel cart Secured to 
the truck bed or to any other suitable base only by a pair 
of bolts. 

Other objects are simplicity and economy Of construc 
tion, efficiency and dependability of operation, and adapt 
ability for use in a wide variety of applications. 
With these objects in view, as well as other objects 

which will appear in the course of the specification, 
reference will be had to the accompanying drawing, 
wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a combination 
ladder and hoist embodying the present invention, shown 
mounted on a pick-up truck, the device being shown ad 
justed for use of the ladder, said ladder being shown in 
its horizontal transport position in solid lines and in an in 
clined position in dotted lines, 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line 
I-II of FIG. 1, 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on line 
III-III of FIG. 2, 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view taken 

on line TV-IV of FIG. 1, 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view taken 

on line V-V of FIG. 1, with the hoist links engaged 
and with parts left in elevation and partially broken 
a Way, 

FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on line 
VI-VI of FIG. 5, with both the hoist links and the 
ladder links connected, with parts broken away, 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on line 
VII-VII of FIG. 5, with parts left in elevation, 

FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken on line VIII-VI 
of FIG. 5, 
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FIG. 9 is a view similar to FIG. 1, but showing the 

device adjusted for use of the crane hoist, said crane 
being shown in its horizontal transport position in solid 
lines and in an elevated position in dotted lines, 

FiG. 10 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line 
X-X of FIG. 9, with parts omitted, and 

FIG. 11 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on line 
Xi-XI of FiG. 10. 

Like reference numerals apply to similar parts through 
out the several views, and the numeral 2 applies generally 
to a pick-up truck including a cab 4 and a bed 6 having a 
floor 8 and side walls 50. The device forming the Sub 
ject matter of the present invention includes a cart 12 
adapted to be secured to bed 6, preferably at one side 
thereof, and comprising a vertical planar wall 14 and a 
horizontal planar base 6 affixed to and extending out 
wardly from said wall. Base 6 is supported above truck 
floor 6, whereby to form a chamber 18 therebetween (see 
FIGS. 5 and 7), by the engagement of the lower edge of 
wall 14 with said floor, and by a peripheral side wall 20 
affixed to and depending from base 16. The cart is pro 
vided with a wheel 22 at each of the lower corners of 
wall 4, said wheels being coaxial on a horizontal axis, 
and positioned so as to allow the cart to rest firmly on the 
truck floor, but to support the cart for easy transporta 
tion when said cart is tilted, for a purpose which will 
presently appear. The cart is normally secured rigidly in 
the truck by a pair of bolts 24 (see FIGS. 4 and 5) pass 
ing through floor 8 and cart base 6, and secured by wing 
nuts 26 above said base. 

Disposed above base 6 is an upwardly opening socket 
23 having a vertical axis, said socket being supported for 
axial rotation by a vertical shaft 30 secured to the bot 
tom thereof and extending downwardly through a ball 
thrust bearing 32 affixed to base 6 and thence through 
said base into chamber 18. A sprocket wheel 34 affixed 
on the lower end of said shaft is operably connected by a 
sprocket chain 36 to a sprocket wheel 38 mounted in a 
vertical shaft 40 journailed in base 16, said shaft having 
a crank 42 affixed thereto above said base. By turning 
said crank, socket 28 may be rotated, the ratio of sprocket 
wheels 34 and 38 providing a considerable mechanical 
advantage. Power means such as a motor or fluid ran 
could be provided for rotating socket 28 if desired, with 
in the Scope of the invention. A pair of eye members 44 
and 46 are welded or otherwise affixed respectively to 
diametrically opposite sides of socket 28, for a purpose 
which will presently be described. 

Socket 28 supports a fluid-actuated ram 48, either air 
or hydraulic, which serves as a standard supporting the 
ladder and hoist structure as will be described. Said ram 
includes a cylinder 50 and a tubular piston rod 52 op 
erable therein and extendable upwardly therefrom. The 
closed lower end of cylinder 50 is seated in socket 28, and 
Secured therein by set screw 54 to insure that said cylinder 
Will turn with said socket when said socket is turned by 
Crank 42. Said cylinder is also supported by a pair of 
Spaced apart retainer rings 56 disposed above socket 28, 
Said rings being welded to the upright wall 14 of cart 12. 
The cylinder may be secured against rotation in said 
retainer rings by set screws 58, although said set screws 
must of course be loosened when it is desired to rotate 
the cylinder. 

Piston rod 52 is provided at its lower end with a piston 
60 having sealed sliding engagement with the cylinder 
Wall, and a tubular bushing 62 is affixed in the upper end 
of the cylinder so as to have sealed sliding engagement 
With the piston rod. In order to provide good bending 
strength for the piston rod when extended, it is made 
With as large a diameter as practical, leaving only a nar 
row annular space 64 between the piston and cylinder. 
A suitable flexible conduit 66 is interconnected into cyl 
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inder 50 adjacent the upper end thereof, so as to deliver 
fluid under pressure into annular space 64. A passage 
way 68 (see FIG. 5) is formed through piston 60 to inter 
connect space 64 with the cylinder ahead of the piston. 
Thus fluid delivered will cause the piston to rise, since 
the effective area of the bottom of the piston is much 
larger than the effective area of the top of the piston. 
Conduit 66 is connected to a hydraulic pump or air com 
pressor through suitable control valves, this not being 
shown as it is common and well understood in the art. 
The compressor or pump, if desired, could also be mount 
ed on cart 12. 

Piston rod 52 extends above cylinder 50, and a cy 
lindrical plug 70 is inserted slidably and removably in 
the upper end thereof, said plug being provided at its 
upper end with a circular flange 72 rigidly attached there 
to, said flange resting on the upper edge of the piston 
rod wall. A pair of upwardly extending ears 74 are 
welded to the upper surface of said flange, and are con 
nected by a pivot pin 76 to a pair of ears 78 affixed to 
and depending from a carrier designated generally by the 
numeral 80. Pivot pin 76 is horizontal and disposed at 
right angles to the axis of ram 48. Carrier 80 comprises 
a tubular boom slide 82 disposed above and at right angles 
to pivot pin 76, a pair of aligned horizontal tubular arms 2 
84 affixed respectively to opposite sides of slide 82 and 
extending outwardly therefrom, an upwardly extending 
post86 affixed to the outer end of each of said arms, 
and ears 78, the latter being welded to arms 84 adja 
cent slide 82 and extending downwardly therefrom. An 
ordinary ladder 88, consisting of a pair of side rails S3 
with rungs 92 extending therebetween and affixed thereto 
in parallel, spaced apart relation, is pivotally mounted at 
one end between the upwardly extended portions of posts 
86, by an enlongated bolt 94 which passes through holes 
96 (see FIG. 5) provided therefor in post 36, and through 
holes 98 provided therefor in ladder side rails 90. 

Telescoped slidably in boom slide 82 is an elongated 
tubular boom 100 which is substantially longer than said 
slide and which is adjustably fixable in said slide by a 
pair of set screws 102 threaded in said slide. On one 
extended end portion of said boom is mounted a ladder 
support 104. As best shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, said ladder 
support comprises a short tube E05 telescoped slidably 
on the boom and adjustably affixed thereon by a set 
screw 108, a pair of aligned arms 110 affixed respectively 
to opposite sides of tube 105 and extending outwardly 
therefrom, and an upright post 12 affixed to the outer 
end of each of said arms. Said support is adapted to 
receive ladder 88 between posts S2 thereof as best shown 
in FIG. 2, with side rails 90 being supported by arms 
110. The latter may be prevented from swinging away 
from the support, by pivotal movement on bott. 94, by a 
pair of retainer bars 14, each of said bars being affixed 
to the top of one of the posts 112 by a screw 16, and 
extending horizontally from said post to overhang the 
adjacent side rail 90 of the ladder. By loosening screws 
116, the bars may be pivoted to a position not over 
hanging the latter, as in FIG. 9, so that the ladder may 
pivot away from the support. Also, an eye member 18 
is welded to the bottom side of ladder support tube 105, 
for a purpose which will presently appear. 

Adjacent the end of boom 100 opposite from the ladder 
support 104, a platform 120 is welded to the upper side 
thereof. Mounted on said platform is an electric motor 
122 which drives a cable drum 124 through a geared speed 
reducer 126. A cable 128 wound on said drum is ex 
tended therefrom, trained over a sheave wheel 130 mount 
ed rotatably at the adjacent end of the boom, and de 
pends therefrom, having a hook 132 affixed to the free 
end thereof. Also, an eye member 134 is welded to the 
lower side of boom 100 just beneath platform 120, for a 
purpose which will presently be described. 
Mounted on cylinder 50 just above the vertical wall 

14 of cart 12 is a clamp ring 136 secured rigidly there 
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A. 
on by a clamp boit 138 (see FIG. 6). A pair of short, 
horizontally extending posts 40 are welded respectively 
to the opposite sides of said clampring, and extend out 
wardly therefrom, said posts being coaxial and parallel 
to the pivotal axis of carrier 89. A pair of rigid parallel 
links 42 are pivotally connected respectively to the outer 
ends of posts 49 by shouldered pivot screw 144, and 
extend angularly upwardly therefrom, being adapted to be 
releasably and pivotally secured to the outer ends of a 
pair of coaxial posts 46 affixed to the opposite sides of 
toon slide 32, by a pair of shouldered screws 148. Posts 
i46 are disposed adjacent the end of slide 82 nearest 
hoist motor 22. Similarly, a pair of rigid parallel links 
158 are also pivoted at one end on screws 144, and ex 
tend angularly upwardly therefrom, being adapted to be 
releasably secured by pivot screws 152 to the outer ends 
of a pair of coaxial posts 154 affixed to and extending 
outwardly from slide 82 at the end thereof closest to 
ladder support 04. Links 142 may be termed the 
“adder links' and links 150 may be termed the "hoist 
links.' 
In the use of the device as an elevating ladder, as illus 

trated in FIG. 1, hoist links 159 are disconnected from 
posts 554 by removing screws 52. Thus when fluid un 
der pressure is fed to ram 48 through conduit 66 to ele 
vate piston rod 52, ladder links 142 function to elevate 
the end of boom 160 carrying ladder support 104, and 
hence to elevate ladder 88 itself, as shown in dotted lines 
in FIG. 1. During use of the ladder, boom 100 is ex 
tended as far as possible to the right in slide S2, after first 
loosening set screws iO2. This position of the boom, 
shown in FIG. 1, moves ladder support 104 to engage 
ladder 88 as far as possible from the mounting bolt 94 of 
the ladder, in order to support the ladder more efficiently 
and to provide additional strength therefor, and also re 
tracts the hoist end of the boon as close as possible to 
the ram 48, so that the hoist mechanism will still be well 
elevated above the truck floor even when the ladder is 
raised to its maximum angle of elevation. Lock bars 
4 of ladder support 124 are at this time clannped in 

their operative position as shown in FIG. 2 to prevent 
any possibility that the ladder could swing away from 
support 104, said lock bars thus constituting a safety de 
vice. Ram 43 may be rotated through 360 degrees about 
its axis, thereby positioning the ladder to extend in any 
desired direction from truck 2, by turning crank 42 as 
previously described, after first loosening set screws 58, 
and fixed at any desired position by again tightening said 
set screws. In place of ladder 88, any desired elongated 
load arm could be utilized, such as a boom, mast, or 
arm supporting a passenger-carrying basket or the like. In 
such instances, such elongated load arm would serve 
primarily merely as an extension of boom 100. It is 
considered also that an extension ladder, consisting of 
a plurality of telescopingly engaged sections, could be 
used in place of simple ladder 88 within the scope of the 
present invention. 
When the device is to be used as a crane hoist, as illus 

trated in FIG. 9, ladder links 142 are disconnected by re 
moving screws 148, hoist links 150 are connected by in 
serting screws 152, set screws 102 are loosened and boom 
100 is moved in slide 82 to extend the hoist end thereof, 
which carries hoist motor 122, as far as possible from 
ram standard 48, and set secrews 102 again tightened. 
Thus when fluid under pressure is fed to the ram as be 
fore, links 150 reverse the boom action so that the hoist 
end thereof is elevated as shown in dotted lines. The 
crane hoist may of course be used for any purpose de 
sired, but in the application illustrated is particularly 
adapted for loading and unloading heavy articles into and 
out of the truck bed 6, the boom being of sufficient length 
that articles suspended from hook 132 may be deposited 
in any portion of the truck bed by rotating ram 48 by 
means of a crank 42. In this connection, it will be noted 
in FIG. 5 that cart 12 is disposed adjacent one of the 
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side walls (9 of the truck bed, so as to form the least 
possible obstruction on the floor of the truck bed. 
The extension of boom 100 in slide 82 toward the hoist 

end of the boom, as shown in FIG. 9, provides that the 
effective length of the crane boom, measured from pivot 
76 to sheave wheel 30, will be as great as possible to 
provide the highest lift, and also that the retracted end 
of the boom, which carries adder support 104, will be 
sufficiently short that it cannot engage cart 12 to inter 
fere with the rotation of ram 48 about its vertical axis. 
In this connection it may be stated generally that whether 
the device is being used as an elevating ladder or as a 
crane hoist, and for all degrees of elevation of the boom, 
the retracted end of the boom may extend below pivot 
76 only to an extent less than spacing of pivot 76 above 
the top of cart 52. Also links 42 and 150 must be at 
tached to the ram cylinder above cart 12, in order that 
rotation of the ram will not cause interference between 
said links and any part of the cart. Referring to FIG. 
5, it will be seen that clamp ring 136 is provided with a 
shelf-like projection 156 beneath each of pivot screws 
144, said projections serving to prevent links 42 and 50 
from pivoting below horizontal when they are discon 
nected from boom slide 32, in order that they will not 
interfere with axial rotation of the ram. 
Ram 48 is preferably of such height that when boom 

100 is disposed horizontally, adder 88 may rest on or 
immediately above truck cab 4, as shown in FIGS. 1 
and 9, for convenience in transporting the device from 
place to place. The boom may be securely locked in 
this horizontal transport position by connecting both the 
links 42 and also the links 56 to boom slide 82, as 
shown in FIG. 6. When the device is in use as a crane 
hoist, as in FIG. 9, ladder lock bars 14 are pivoted to 
their inoperative positions. Thus the ladder may rest 
on top of cab 4 and pivot freely on bolt 94 as the boom 
is elevated, as shown in dotted lines in FIG. 9. If the 
ladder still hampers use of the hoist, as could occur par 
ticularly when it is desired to rotate ram 48 about its 
vertical axis, the ladder may be easily detached simply 
by removing bolt 94. 
Means are also provided for increasing the lifting force 

on the boom beyond that which is normally obtainable 
by means of links 42 or 158 with a given available fluid 
pressure for actuating the ram. In FIG. 1, showing use 
of the device as an elevating ladder, a cable 58 or other 
connecting device may be interconnected between eye 
134 at the hoist end of the boom and eye 44 of socket 
28 which carries ram cylinder 50, and both links 42 
and 50 disconnected from boom slide 82. Extension 
of the ram will thereupon provide a greater lifting force 
on ladder 88 than would have been possible by use of 
links 42, since the lever arm represented by the distance 
from eye 134 to pivot 76 is greater than the lever arm 
represented by the distance from pivots 43 of links 42 
to pivot 76. The ladder may then of course not be 
elevated to as great a degree of elevation as previously, 
but it is often quite acceptable to sacrifice some eleva 
tion or height in return for greater lifting power. Cable 
158 would be used primarily when some load arm other 
than ladder 88, such as a boom, was being utilized, since 
the ram, fluid pressure, and links 42 would of course 
be selected and proportioned so that any load normally 
supported by a ladder could be elevated by use of links 
142. Still greater lifting power could be obtained by 
extending boom 100 to the left in slide 82 (as viewed in 
FIG. 1), thereby increasing the distance of eye 34 from 
pivot 76, and increasing the length of cable 58 accord 
ingly. Similarly, when the device is in use as a crane 
hoist as in FIG. 9, a cable corresponding to cable 58, 
or cable 158 itself, could be interconnected between eye 
8 of ladder support 04 and eye 46 of ram socket 28 

it being understood here also that links 150 must then 
be disconnected. 

It will be apparent that in many cases farmers, tree 
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6 
workers, sign hangers and others having use for the device 
as described may also have uses for ram 48 independent 
of the hoist and ladder elements. For such auxiliary 
uses, the ladder and hoist assembly may be quickly and 
easily detached from the ram assembly by lifting plug 
7 out of the upper end of the piston rod, after first of 
course disconnecting links 42 and 150. Cart 12 may 
then be detached from the truck by removing bolts 24. 
The cart may then be tilted slightly to rest on wheels 22, 
and rolled to any desired location. If the cart 12 itself 
would interfere with any such auxilary usage of the ram, 
the ram may be easily detached from the cart by first 
loosening set screws 54 and 58, and lifting the ram free 
of socket 28 and retainer rings 56 of the cart. Since 
the fluid connection 66 to the ram cylinder is disposed 
above the topmost retainer ring 56, it does not interfere 
with this disassembly. 
While I have shown and described a specific embodi 

ment of my invention, it will be readily apparent that 
many minor changes of structure and operation could 
be made without departing from the spirit of the inven 
tion as defined by the scope of the appened claims. 
What I claim as new and desire to protect by Letters 

Patentis: 
... A combination elevating load arm and crane hoist 

comprising: 
(a) a vertical standard having a lower section and an 

upper section vertically movable with respect to 
said lower section, 

(b) power means for elevating said upper standard 
Section with respect to said lower section, 

(c) means for rigidly supporting said lower standard 
section, 

(d) a boom carrier pivoted to the upper end of said 
upper Standard section on a horizontal axis, 

(e) an elongated boom mounted in said carrier trans 
versely to the pivotal axis thereof and being longi 
tudinally adjustable therein whereby either end 
thereof may be extended to a greater distance from 
said standard than the other end thereof, 

(f) links, each pivoted at one end to said lower stand 
ard section, 

(g) means for pivoting the opposite ends of said links 
to said boom carrier selectively at either of a pair 
of points spaced apart oppositely from the pivotal 
axis of said carrier in a direction parallel to said 
boon, whereby elevation of said upper standard sec 
tion will cause elevation of one or the other end of 
said boom, depending on the point of connection of 
said links to said carrier, 

(h) a hoist device mounted at one end of said boom, 
(i) a load arm support mounted at the opposite end 
of said boom, and 

(j) an elongated load arm attached at one end to said 
boom carrier and supported by said load arm sup 
port at a point spaced apart from said boom carrier, 
said load arm extending from said boom carrier a 
distance greater than the maximum spacing of said 
load arm support from said boom carrier. 

2. The combination as recited in claim 1 with the 
addition of: 

(a) a cable secured at one end relative to said lower 
Standard section and adapted to be secured at its 
opposite end selectively to either end of said boom, 
at points thereof spaced farther from the pivotal 
axis of Said boom carrier than the points of con 
nection of said links to said carrier, said cable being 
adapted to be used in lieu of said links to increase 
the lifting force applied to said boom by elevation 
of Said upper standard section. 

3. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
Standard is mounted in its said supporting means for 
rotation about a vertical axis. 

4. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
Standard is mounted in its said supporting means for 
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rotation about a vertical axis, and with the addition of: 
(a) means for fixing said standard against rotation at 
any desired angular position. 

5. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
means for supporting said standard comprises: 

(a) a base, 
(b) an upwardly opening socket carried by said base 

3. 
elevating said upper standard section comprises means 
for supplying fluid under pressure to said cylinder beneath 
said piston. 

5 

for rotation on a vertical axis, the lower end of said . 
lower standard section being removably engaged in 
said socket, 

... (c) means carried by said base for rotating said socket, 
(d) means releaseably fixing said lower standard sec 

tion in said socket and preventing relative rotation 
thereof, 

(e) a retainer ring rigidly supported by said base above 
said socket and engaging said lower standard sec 
tion to permit axial rotation thereof, and 

(f) releasable means securing said lower standard 
section against rotation in said retainer ring. 

6. The combination as recited in claim wherein said 
means for rigidily supporting said standard comprises a 
wheeled cart, and with the addition of: 

(a) releasable means for affixing said cart rigidly to 
a planar supporting surface. 

7. The combination as recited in claim 6 wherein said 
boom carrier is readily detachable from said upper stand 
ard section. 

8. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
means for rigidly supporting said standard comprises: 

(a) a base on which said standard is mounted, said 
base being adapted when said standard is vertical 
to rest solidly on a planar horizontal supporting 
surface. 

(b) releaseable means for affixing said base to said 
supporting surface, and 

(c) a pair of coaxial wheels carried rotatably by said 
base on a horizontal axis spaced apart horizontally 
from the portion of said base engaging said support- . 
ing surface, said wheels being spaced slightly above 
said supporting surface when said standard is verti 
cal, but being adapted to be brought into engage 
ment with said supporting surface by tilting said 
standard and base, whereupon said base constitutes 
a wheeled cart. - 

9. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
standard constitutes a fluid-actuated ram including a 
cylinder, a piston operable in said cylinder, and a piston 
rod affixed to said piston and extending upwardly from 
said cylinder, said cylinder constituting said lower stand 
ard section and said piston rod constituting the upper 
standard section, and wherein said power means for 

O 

4.) 

4. 5 

$2. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
links function respectively to elevate the extended end 
of the boom and to lower the retracted end of the boom 
whenever, said upper standard section is elevated, the 
vertical extent of the retracted end of the boom below 
the pivotal axis of the boom carrier being less, at any 
angle of inclination of the boom, than the elevation of 
said boom carrier axis above said supporting means of 
said standard, and wherein said links are also disposed 
entirely above said standard supporting means, as a result 
of which said standard supporting means cannot inter 
fere with the rotation of said standard and boom about 
the axis of said standard. 

it. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein 
said hoist device comprises: 

(a) a sheave wheel rotatably mounted at one end of 
said boom on a horizontal axis, 

(b) a platform fixed to said boom adjacent said sheave 
wheel, 

(c) a motor mounted on said platform, 
(d) a cable drum driven by said motor, and 
(e) a cable wound on said drum and trained over said 

sheave wheel. 
12. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 

load arm constitutes a ladder detachably connected to 
said boom carrier. 

3. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein 
said load arm support is movable adjustably along said 
boom. - 

14. The combination as recited in claim 1 wherein said 
load arm constitutes a ladder pivoted to said boom carrier 
'on an axis parallel to the pivotal axis of the boom carrier 
on the standard, and normally resting by gravity on said 
load arm support, so as to be parallel with said boom, 
and with the addition of: 

(a) a releasable lock member carried by said load arm 
Support and operable when engaged to secure said 
ladder against said support. 
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